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PEACOCK chair EUROSIT collaboration with Jean-Sebastien Lagrange 2008 The Peacock chair was designed during the ECO-DESIGN BOIS BOURGOGNE 2 program, in which10 designers and partner companies produced a product in PEFC wood (Pan European Forest Certification) following a common environmentally responsible chart. Eurosit is specialized in office seats, a market where wood is usually absent.



Pcock-1
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The chair is simply composed of two wooden planks multiplis beech screwed in 4 points to a metal frame. The project was awarded with «Label VIA» 2008, and Design Observeur Star 2009 Pcock-2



photos : Véronique Huygues



Designed for offices, Peacock is stackable (up to 4 chairs). Designed to express graphic harmony viewed from the back around a conference table.



Pcock-3



The innovative assembling system of two flat-produced planks creates 3D curves and specific graphics, with no need for molding process.



Pcock-4



This assembling system offers a new ergonomic approach to comfort thanks to the flexible play between the seat and the back.



TOPOS ENVIRONNEMENT URBAN FURNITURE LINE Collaboration with Jean-Sebastien Lagrange 2008-2009 Work in progress. Highly eco-conceived sustainable design. Full urban furniture line out of Ultra High Performance Fiber Concrete, DUCTAL. R



Topos-1



Conceived to go beyond the existing environmental-friendly standards. Bringing new material in urban furniture landscape. The fiber concrete allows to work with lightness and thinness through rigidity and solidity.



Turning the classical 3-wooden-lathed bench into organic-shaped concrete.



Topos-2



FURNITURE LINE 2008



Work in progress.



photos : H.Abbadie for SITY



Tables line for corporate restaurant spaces.



TPS-3 Sity-1



Work on simplicity and solidity for collectivity spaces highest resistance standards.



Sity-2



QUIKSILVER CREATIVITY WORKSHOP Biarritz 2007 Quiksilver have created an internal innovation unit whose global objective is to intervene whenever a new vision is needed in the company. The commercial support department needed a new approach to promote the brand in stores through new Point of Purchase display which reflect the company’s policy and concern for eco-conception. I proposed to organize a creativity seminar : 4 designers surrounded by the Quiksikver team and Quiksilver products, worked within the company for 3 days.



Quik-1



1/ Recycling : Redesign the production process 2 lives : packaging + instore promotion 2/Simplicity of process and production offering visual impact through the use of less, simpler, and eco-friendly materials, folded paper and cardboard. Create a new vision for the brand and generate, in synergy with the team, a method to refresh/revisit the communication of the brands ideas through its POP display.



Quik-2



PREMIERE VISION Exhibition design collaboration with Jean Couvreur 2008 800 sqm scenography for a textile exhibition in September 2008. Design, construction documents, supervision of fabrication and installation.



PV-1



Planted with a host of doors to open, the Seduction forum emerges as an invitation to upset perspectives, and gaily roam towards new behaviours. A symbol of passage and opening for a universe that tirelessly reinvents decorations and fantasy.



PV-2



AREP 2007/2008 SNCF/AREP, Paris, France (Amenagement, Recherche, Pole d’Echanges) department within the SNCF (French national rail company) AREP is a design and architecture studio specialised in the creation of transportlinked public environments. I will present here few examples of projects I’ve been involved with as a part of AREP’s multidisciplinary project team : project programming, concept design, project development, construction documents and production monitoring.



AREP-1



SALES COUNTER Part of the global Disabled Care Facility program launched by the company to comply with new European standards. Lead design in conception of a new counter for national train stations, from sales accessories to furniture and work station. High level of complexity in this project due to the need of handicap compliance for both customers and sales person.



AREP-4



FROM THE FACTORY Master degree project/ ENSCI-Les Ateliers INCOTEX 2006 Global innovation strategy supports for an industrial SME through design integration : coaching for change. Conception and development of a four-step program exploiting the potential of the company’s know-how and its industrial production process.



INCOTEX ACTORS SCOPE INCOTEX is a company producing upholstery, specialized in coating, and weaving specific fibers.



FCTY-1
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PROMOTION : opened research around a material Immediate effect. Focus on the particular quality of the textiles produced by the company by creating visuals of products made from in-house upholstery fabrics. Opening client’s mind around products’ possibilities out of the material.



FCTY-3



EVOLUTION Add function to a semi-finished product/ production tools Regular product time-to-market.



FCTY-4



Introducing new functionality to upholstery fabrics: from interior design product to integration of new uses. Allowing to change image of the product then opening up new market segments.



As an example of possible results, this new functional upholstery fabrics (see picture below) has been obtained after minor and controlled modifications in the company existing production process.



FCTY-5



DIVERSIFICATION Open new market segments/ Transformation chain FCTY-6



Creation of an innovative transformed product from in-house material, developed as an extension of the current market line of the company. Textile door based on a specific material with stiffness, sound and thermic isolation properties. These specificities are produced by the techniques handled by the company itself. The time-to-market of this example includes time for technical development, and new market segment opening.



FCTY-7



SAGEM 2007 Very short case study.
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EL QUITASOL Originally designed for the office place of NAVE de Diseno, «El Quitasol» is a parasol and office light. 2004



During daytime, El quitasol offers shade for the computer, it also creates privacy within open spaces offices. The tensed square of fabric plays with light as a reflector. Shade during day time, indirect light when needed, EL QUITASOL acts as a scenography of working spaces.



QSol-1



VIA design award 2006 Exhibited at Milan, St Etienne and Paris fairs.



QSol-2
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ALCôVE ENSCI/SNCF collaboration with Gregory Lacoua 2005 Comfort in the high speed duplex train. The prospective program developed in response to the question of comfort was aimed to propose an innovative brief for train manufacturers



A preliminary analysis was carried out during several long-distance journeys in the TGV train. We quickly chose to focus on body positions, in relation to oneself and to others, as the key to comfort in the train.



SNCF-1



The «alcôve» project is the result of thinking about how to share collective spaces with other passengers in the TGV train. Private space, shared space in the train. Passengers may buy their ticket depending on type of activity while travelling and the number of people travelling together. The upper floor is more quiet, for passengers travelling alone or in pairs.



SNCF-2



Based on a family of seats shaped on the principle of love seats, This open-or-closed love seat allows the traveller to chose his/her level of privacy with the closest neighbour.



SNCF-3



The lower floor is reserved for groups and families. The seats create the interior space, with small private areas for groups of travelers. The purpose of Alcove is to offer travelers the experience of a new relationship to space, the choice of privacy or contact with other people during his journey.



SNCF-4



Competition to promote the value of tap water amongst the general public. Collaboration with Amélie Darodes 2004



VOlia-1



We proposed a scenario which questions the traditional plastic water bottle. Sold folded, with an optional dehydrated natural flavor (mint leaf, orange skin …), the bottle has to be filled with tap water to become an everyday bottle of plain or flavored water.



VOlia-2



UDP Chile working for NAVE de DISENO 2003/2004



Interior design competition for a new university architecture project in Santiago de Chile. Leading design through conception, realization, operation management and manufacturing liaison for the awarded project.



UDP-1
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Library Counter, lounge, tables and space planning



UDP-2



University grounds Benches, information panels



UDP-3



Restaurant Restaurant furniture, tables, high chairs and tables, space planning



UDP-4



DELSEY ENSCI Collaboration with François-Xavier Foillard 2003



We proposed a concept of luggage dedicated to be as flexible as a trip can be. DLSY-1



Creation of a concept for luggage with a double usage and identity strongly linked into one single product. The two compartments, leisure and business are pivot-jointed.



DLSY-2



End. Thanks for your attention
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Jun 28, 1985 - Other activities: photography, webdesign, reading, art, mountainbikng, climbing, skiing education work experience skills. *curiculum vitae.
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